FREE Pattern for Boxer Shorts, Summer Shorts, Pajama Pants, or Easy on-and-off Trousers (Pants) for Wide-Body Male Fashion Dolls or Action Figures

Please visit my YouTube channel, ChellyWood1, for the tutorial video that accompanies this pattern.

ELASTIC WAIST PAJAMA PANTS OR EASY ON-AND-OFF TROUSERS (PANTS)
Cut 4
Use a scant 1/4 inch (4 mm) seam.

Difficulty Level: Kind-of Easy...

BOXER SHORTS OR SUMMER SHORTS
Cut 4
Use a scant 1/4 inch (4 mm) seam.

Difficulty Level: Kind-of Easy...

NOTE: This pattern is designed to be printed on 8.5 x 11 inch (standard American) paper or 216 x 279 mm paper without margins.
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